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editors with content created by students
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Awards to produce a creative catalogue
showcasing the best student work in Art,
Word and Music.
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Good Mornin’, Good Evenin’ & Good Night... Or whenever it is
you have decided to look through this journal.
Now this isn’t an ordinary journal. THIS is Hermes.
You may know Hermes as a luxury fashion label or even as
the patron god of literature, but this is the Hermes Journal.

preface

This year, in partnership with Verge and the USU Creative
Awards, our beloved Hermes has made the transition from
Literary Journal to Creative Catalogue. Whilst it has taken
this new form, at its core it remains the same - a presentation
of the talent that University of Sydney students have to offer.
This year’s catalogue showcases a plethora of talent through
a variety of mediums, from written pieces, to works of art.
This year’s edition of Hermes is like no other, not only in form
but also in approach. In previous years, a theme has inspired
the works within the journal. This year our authors, musicians
and artists were given full creative reign and the results were
magnificent. Hermes goes THEMELESS. The works that we
received for consideration are all vastly differently and the
process of narrowing down our favourites was excruciating.
But we did it. And here they lay. Immortalised and in print.
As you flick through the pages, you’ll see how Hermes is a
celebration of the individual and their art, in whatever form
that manifests. We are extremely proud of the work that has
been included in this year’s publication.
So while Hermes 2017, in collaboration with Verge and
the USU Creative Awards, remains themeless, maybe the
inherent theme is the individual and the expression of oneself
through art.
We’ll leave that for you to decide.
Love,
Alex and Sam
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Frail
failing
gardenias

WORD

SHAUN COLNAN

Frail failing gardenias
Yellowing in autumn’s
First light
Picked the sweet sickness
“Yes, until it dies”
Still, the chatter
The revelry
Of summer clinging
– the spider nestles
in a sea of petals:
anthophilous fool
doomed to sniff
the doomed scent
‘til scent and sense
snuffed out
Pigeons pick
Yesterday’s waste
Made to repeat
Unable to tweet
Like unruly miners
Who brashly flash
Their wings
Unable to sing
Like elusive sparrows
Hiding from
The monstrous
Clouds
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The clouds, the curling leaves
Turning
Despite the whirling city
Out of sight, distant
Yet always
On my mind

JOCELIN CHAN

WORD

He sees it at last, a jagged bulk dark
against a sky slowly purpling like
a bruise.
When he steps ashore, off the
gangplank laid meticulously out for
him, something within him rearranges
and resettles. He recalls, with wonder,
the first time he came ashore; a
sprightlier man, hungry for otium
before his first taste of war. Drusus,
sixteen then, still in the little rowboat,
rubbing his sore triceps and laughing
incredulously. They had taken turns,
with their fretting chaperone, to row.
It had been around the sixth hour, the
sun firing the cliffs terracotta-brown.

‘This is it, then? Finally! By Jupiter, I’m
starving.’ Drusus grinned expectantly
at the chaperone.
‘Now is hardly the time to eat! Come
on, pull the boat ashore.’ He was
wading towards the beach, sandalled
feet swirling through the sun-warmed
water. At his voice, Drusus and the
chaperone looked up guiltily from their
satchels – they had begun to burrow
for food –and hastened from the boat.
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Their chaperone was a burly Germanic
relic who had once served their
stepfather as guard. The sun mocked
him; he had gone squinty and ruddy
under his fair hair, as the northern
barbarians were wont to become.
Not Drusus. The rays burnished him
with light, skin aflame with the gleam
of bronze. Thrumming with energy,
he smacked a hand to the side of the
rowboat and vaulted into the water.
It rocked violently, drawing a shout
from the chaperone as Drusus sloshed
noisily over.

As they made for dry land, the
splashes of their wading feet
sharpened into the crunch of pebbles.
The cove into which they had rowed
was enfolded by cliffs which stretched
into the water like eagle’s wings.
Overhead, a flock of gulls wheeled
out over the sea. On an outlying rock,
a black cormorant perched with
precarious dignity.
‘The island of goats, and all we see are
birds,’ quipped Drusus.
‘It seems Faunus is feeling ill-disposed
to you today.’ He gave a fraternal
shove to the sun-bronzed shoulder.
‘He’s not willing to make a show for you.’
Drusus barked out a laugh at that.
‘I am a city boy, alas! It’s no good for
me to beseech the woodland gods for
their favour.’ He cast a sly look over.
‘You may have to start, though.
Going abroad so soon!’
‘It’s not a holiday, Drusus. It is war.’
‘Still,’ said Drusus wistfully. ‘You’ll
see the world! Imperium sine fine.
Meanwhile, I’ll be stuck here, trying to
get voted into the quaestorship at our
dear stepfather’s insistence…’
He smiles at the memory. Drusus’
thirst to see and conquer had always
been relentless, till it consumed him.
He himself is no longer that unblooded
youth who had rowed here with him
all those years ago. Still, he can hoist
himself onto the awaiting horse with
the rusty muscle-memory of an old
soldier. He begins his ascent with a
slave who has an unlit torch tucked
under his arm. The other slaves are
left behind to unload the boat under
his freedman’s instruction. It will be
dark if they don’t hurry.

‘I am a city
boy, alas! It’s
no good for
me to beseech
the woodland
gods for their
favour’
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Capreae

‘Whoa!’ cries the slave beside him
as they mount a spur. He looks over,
startled from his thoughts, as the
slave begins to splutter apologetically.

They fell heavily into the water.
It gurgled around his ears as they
sank in a flurry of bubbles. Vipsania
resurfaced first, face screwed comically,
spluttering. She struggled upright to
turn a narrowed eye on him.

‘What is it?’ he says.
‘Nothing, my lord. Only...Well... Haven’t
had a chance to get out much in the
last week. Lots of things to prepare,
as it were. Don’t get to see that all the
time.’ The slave points at the horizon
behind them, where orange melts
impossibly into molten turquoise.
‘It was that exact colour when I was
last here,’ he says. ‘Drusus was
with me.’

WORD

‘Your…your brother, my lord?’
It is a rocky and treacherous path, but
he knows it well. He had ventured up
and down it many a time, hot on the
heels of Vipsania as they gambolled
down for their daily swim. Weaving
down the zig-zagging path, down the
mountain face, tumbling out onto the
beach. Exhumed from the matronly
swathes of stolae and pallae, she
moved fast; her pale, wet body slipped
like a fish from his outstretched hands
as they darted through sea-foam and
tripped over tangled kelp. He was a
soldier, sturdy and energised with the
freshness of victory still bright in his
veins. But she was wily; she twisted
and ducked, and when he caught up,
she told a startlingly filthy joke that
would have stunned even the Palatine
to a rare silence.

He caught her then. The weight of her
young waist, not yet thickened with
childbirth, thrilled him more than the
weight of the glittering eagle standard
he had retrieved home from the
Parthians to win her from her father.

‘You’ve been reading too much of that
Ovidius fellow’s work!’ he admonished.

He tasted the salt of the sea on her
mouth, and tasted it on her tongue
when she forgot her promises of
vengeance and gave into his touch. He
carried her out of the water, over the
threshold of sea and land, and lay her
on his discarded tunic. She enfolded
him, and he tasted salt again in the
divot between her collarbones.
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‘Blame your stepfather!’ she said. She
was bent over with laughter. ‘He loves
him, has him around all the time! Can’t
get away!’

They fell heavily into the water. It
gurgled around his ears as they
sank in a flurry of bubbles. Vipsania
resurfaced first, face screwed
comically, spluttering. She struggled
upright to turn a narrowed eye on him.
The sun was behind her, and she was
limned with glass- droplets of brine.
She was Venus Anadyomene arisen
anew, churned into form from fury and
froth. He was transfixed.
‘You’re going to pay for that, Ti– mmf!’

‘No, the other. My son,’ he responds,
and he recalls the boy standing piously
at his side as he hurled yet another
letter from his stepfather over the cliff
to watch it dissolve in the clamouring
waves below.

‘I’m sorry,’ said Drusus. ‘Is it bad? They
made me give it to you.’
‘I know,’ he said. ‘Forget the letter, my
son. It is good enough for me that I
have you here.’
For a child, Drusus was strangely
solemn; his stepfather had often
teased the boy of inheriting his
father’s dourness. He resented this;
if Drusus had not been forced to
run around Campania bearing his
grandmother and step-grandfather’s
newest set of political intrigues,
perhaps he would have had a more
carefree childhood. The ridiculous
rituals of the Palatine were poisoning
his son.
But Drusus was a clever child,
more studious and sedate than his
namesake had been. He had long

ceased to search his son’s growing
face for traces of his brother. The
elder had never been able to sit still
during their lessons, always itching for
movement, for a game, for battle. The
younger, however, was already eager
to cultivate his fertile mind. Even now,
his Greek pedagogus stood behind
them with a straw hat drawn tactfully
over his bearded face.
‘How have you enjoyed your studies?
How is everyone back home?’ he
asked, hoping for a diversion.
‘Mother says hello,’ Drusus said. ‘And
she said she’s sorry about Julia.’
Vipsania was not sorry about Julia.
Vipsania hated Julia, had yelled
unspeakably outlandish curses at her
when his stepfather had issued the
ultimatum. He and Vipsania had clung
onto each other until the last minute,
and she had attempted to graft
herself to him to make it impossible for
his stepfather to separate them. She
had been bearing their second child
then. Alas, the will of Augustus abated
for no man – much less a woman.
The child died with their marriage.
She had attended his wedding to
Julia, and he in turn had attended
hers to her new husband. Some pains
cannot be escaped for the sake of
propriety. He had borne his sorrow
with tears, she with resentment. He
had watched from afar, with envy, the
bevy of children he did not give her
grow by the year. Even now with the
faithless Julia exiled, it was too late for
Vipsania to come back. Still, she lived
on with him in their Drusus.
‘I’ve upset you.’
‘No, of course not. It’s all right, my
boy.’ He took his hands away from his
face and gathered Drusus’ little body,
fragile as an eagle-chick, tot himself.
‘After you go home, Father may not
see you for a while.’
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That night, when he kissed her temple
before she went to bed, he fancied
that he could still taste the salt there.
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That night, when he
kissed her temple
before she went to
bed, he fancied that
he could s till taste

Drusus tried to draw away.
‘It’s for the best. I love you very much, but
I need to be away from Grandmother and
Augustus. Even here is too close. I can’t
take you with me. You must protect
Mother for me.’
Drusus nodded bravely. His little face,
even now, bloomed with Vipsania’s
features, the wide-set eyes and curving
mouth. The nose, however, was his own
Claudian bulk. He tweaked it to draw the
boy from his solemnity.

WORD

‘Can I visit you sometimes?’
said Drusus.

Drusus’ bottom
lip protruded
and wobbled
- dangerously.
He signed. It
was below his
dignitas, but he
lifted the boy
and carried him
back to the villa.

‘If Grandmother and Augustus
let you. It will be very far away.’
‘A week’s ride?’
‘Not if I can help it, my son.’
Drusus’ bottom lip protruded
and wobbled – dangerously.
He sighed. It was below his
dignitas, but he lifted the boy
and carried him back to the villa.
It has since been demolished.
In its place stands the Villa Jovis,
aflame with torches to greet
her master. She rises from the
easternmost cliff, whitewashed
and trimmed with red brick.
Fitted with new administration
rooms and visitors’ lodgings, it
is a villa fit for a princeps.

If only he could share this with his brother,
Vipsania, his son. Only he, fraying and
weary, remains now. But when he steps
inside the glowing warmth, he knows the
island’s memory of them lingers here. He
had stayed in Rome long enough. Now, he
is home.
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finis

from ashes, he falls

a small pink square
on a frosted mirror
water makes the ink run
{{I love you}}
I don’t remove it.

his hands quiver
burning acid affection
cries softly into
her glacial embrace

a tiny green square
on a tiny coffee-maker
steam curls around its edges
{{I miss you}}
I don’t remove it.
a little yellow square
haphazardly stuck
between brittle yellow pages
{{I need you}}
I don’t remove it.

translucent slices
catch the sunlight
veins of pink
marbled fields

it wreathes her, angel-light
holy-light; of soft reds upon
deep shuddering limbs and
satin sheets with prayers
upon a rosary of our love
i hailed her Mary most
merciful, most exalted

stitch together
ragged seams
colour tinges
silky cheeks
heart jolting
petals unfurling
the rose
breathes

Lessons
in
heartbreak
MAVIS TIAN

Set me on fire
enflamme
your arms
pliant
in my dreams
enflammée
your smile
seared
in my eyes
enflammera
your kisses
stitches
in my soul
enflammait
your eyes
soft
in my decline

scars in the moonlight
spirals faint and whisper-thin
visible to the naked heart
a lace of heartbreak

enflammerait
your presence
embers
in my coal heart

it is a soft blushing briar’s kiss
pinpricks from the night sky
death’s touch blossoms

from fire, she flies
her passion consumes
cold acrid charcoal
she cradles slices
of his heart
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of love

painstakingly
piece back together
swathes of smiles
smoothed skin

she used to carpet
my home with post-it notes
i used to despise them so much
{{She left me}}
I don’t remove them.

his thorny imprints and
arcing branches welding
an armour of filigree

Necromancer

succubus
The slightly spicy tang
That wafts lazily and
Mixes with the damp
Syrup of afternoon
From light scratches on
Yielding skin
The swollen weight
Giving way like
Obstinate butter
As ruby merlot
Spills over the palm
Through the cracks
Rivulets down the wrist
And under fingernails
As a chrysalis of blood
Glints in the harsh
sunlight
Before the devourer
strikes
An empty skeleton
Is discarded
Hooded eyes seek out
The next victim
Helpless, perfect
Ripe for the taking
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clinging to memories

Songs of
the Night

Who knows of Perpetual Spring?

My Life to Live

You try to write poems in verse.
You end up with horrible rhymes and
words without meaning. You look away
from the poets because they express
things you think only you understand.
They make you wonder if you are just
a repetition of another’s life, if your
feelings are common and cheap.

I do not see clearly of life. What does
‘life’ even mean? To talk of ‘life’ is to
pretend being deep or to follow a social
code in which you must have an opinion
on important matters. I do not want
to pretend anything or follow a social
code. Sometimes I believe the core of
everything is empty. I would whisper
to myself, ‘I am nothing. Life is nothing.
The world is nothing.’ Adding, ‘I don’t care.’
Sometimes I wake up and change my
opinion. I wonder at times, what is life but
trumpets blasting all around? I then feel
ashamed for coming up with such
a phony phrase, and again with the
shame of shame.
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You look into another’s face and repeat
the poets’ ancient sentiment. You wonder,
am I but a parody?
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WORD

ALVIN CHUNG

Particular
Places
ERIN MCFADYEN

Never Never, Again

We are

Long, long, we used to dive into the Never,
		like juice
from cold nectarines dove
		
down into our mouths’ mid-arvo humidity.

amongst the joybirds,
as you stretch the horizon between your hands
as if the horizon was a rubber band —
pouring forth your soul in a flash-shock orange ecstasy.
There’s an overflow of reality as the Afromosia brushes our
bodies: rustling multitudes, whispering green by your mouth
as we zoom onto January,
etherised upon the evening sky.

WORD

32 minutes in our Ford Falcon,
not counting breakdown,
between there and Bellingen,
listening to stones burst like
		
popping candy beneath the tyres.
With the youth of thick yolks
		
in a last drop of sunflower oil,
		we’d drive
long down into the wattle.
The wattle — I try to say to her now,
in the way we tried to blue up the rapids —
was sodden with February;
thick so the evening could hush
the tomorrows; their ravenous purrs.
Never have I been so glistening,
				she gurgles;
the words triple-jump from her throat
like off-white mucus-pollen spat from grass.

too much as we are
to be short changed by metaphor:
you’re the reddening road that hums beneath me.
You’re beside me, on the roof of our car.
amongst the joybirds, Blackwings:
half the pressure, twice the speed 1.
I’ve etched in feathered lead
but flocking round your head and mouth
are Blackwings that trill in the key of impermanence.
I don’t know what they mean
to do to you.
on the roof of the car, the horizon is white like a cuticle;
white like a sentence bleeding out
lush and creamy
the joybird’s hollow warble.

The slogan written on the sides of Palomina
Blackwing pencils.
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Greed
ALISHA BROWN

WORD

I want to break my wrists at night and
droop them soft inside your own so I
can’t feel your absent pulse
but we can show the moon our bones.
I want to light your cigarette,
to be your match for smoke and skin,
to filter through the whys and hows
and pierce your lungs with drawing pins.
I want to tap the two-way glass,
to flip this window from its pane,
I want to break these mirrored walls
so you can’t say we look the same.
I want to pluck your golden hair,
to tease your conscience thread by thread,
to play your lyre strings and sing
of borrowed smiles and hollow beds.
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How dare you preach of brokenness
from polished, porcelain lips?

Painful
Pleasure
CHARLIE CHEN

Heartache mixed with confused rage
every time I glimpse at your face,
More bass in my voice done without a choice
my normal behaviour is gone without a trace,
It’s natural as an individual to be unnatural
when your presence is around me,
To those saying love at first sight is mythical
clearly haven’t met the one destined to be.

WORD

Because
Accidental gaze upwards forget all my
preconceived notions my whole world changed,
No doubt this crooked gameplay got my mind rearranged,
I didn’t foresee being sucked into this lovely turnt
obsessive abyss as days turned to weeks,
Violently abusing me from the moment I wake up after
struggling to sleep—gruesomely within a 4D eternity,
Escalating my mind to a never reached before dangerous facility,
Loving’s dangerous when the spiritual connection
is not shown mutually.
Lyrically explain vigorous inner numbing ambiguously,
Lovingly expediting vulnerable isolation nurturing animosity,
Love and hatred is separated by nothing but a simple line,
Cross it step back, fallen way behind.

Loving’s
dangerous
when the
spiritual
connection
is not shown
mutually.
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LOREN HOLLEY

I am not looking for sympathy, just a little quiet.
A stairwell seems a strange choice for quiet,
sitting as I am in the ever-stirring ghosts of
feet. But for some strange reason these stairs,
with their ugly blue carpet and fathomless blue
skylight, have always been conducive to writing
from the heart.
This is not written in a vacuum, but solely and
purposefully for your eyes. Or at least for my
eyes looking through yours, and distorting, no
doubt, your world, like a glimpse through one
of those single-use plastic telescopes lined
with kaleidoscopic paper, the kind you find in
Happy Meals. This piece is the intimation of a
bridge between two banks of an infinitely wide
river. It is the gesture of a deaf man imagining
where a bridge could be or should be, while
thinking aloud and talking with his hands to
no one in particular. It is in that language: an
attempt, half-translated from the English, to
the language of the body, the kind you speak
fluently without remembering the words.
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This is not
written in a
vacuum, but
solely and
purposefully
for your eyes.

They are the thoughts
that emerge in the
profound vague hurry
from train to bus
through swathes of
cow-eyed people. The
same people. Day after
day. The dog-tired
over-clad secondary
characters adding their
vapours to the distinct
sweat of train-stations.
The saggy- jowled men
in business suits and
overcoats. The woman
who just hit a child in the
head with her handbag,
which is more of a crime
because she’s sorry
. Just unseeing. Just
blind. The black-coats
now rising out of the
earth in neatly filed
lines, those lines on the
escalator drawing ever
upwards, out of the
jungle warmth into the
true sharp crisp cold. It’s an hour since
dark. In the Wynyard underground,
you stare strangers straight in the
face as you swirl together in eddies
of body odour. It’s a head rush doing
this, better than any drug. You focus
and memorise the faces, like a corvid,
letting the features distinct and
familiar pile on top of each other,
reaching new heights of recognition,
climbing rungs of adrenaline, until
you reach an almost ecstatic moment
of pure animal-joy. You’re one of the
pack, one of the pride.

It is the gesture
of a deaf man
imagining
where a bridge
could be or
should be,
while thinking
aloud and
talking with his
hands to no one
in particular.
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Falling
Down

David Foster Wallace says that while
literature connects us briefly to other
selves, it is fleeting, and merely an
indulgence in distraction. We are in
fact irrevocably alone. So imagine I am
speaking to you at eye-level; were you to
spontaneously appear on this stairwell
landing, poised toward some rendering
space above, our eyes would naturally
meet (where I am sitting high, hunching
over towards you). Look in my eyes. Say
you know what I mean when I say there
are thoughts that refuse to file silently
into the fathoms of pasttime. They stop-up work
and jam intersections,
holding up the long line
of necessary traffic,
like Michael Douglas
abandoning his car
in Falling Down. Toni
Morisson suggests
we ought to let such
thoughts go, that more
will come, and the loss of
a thought or a memory is
no great disaster, since
it probably wasn’t worth
much anyway. But I am
convinced there are
thoughts that refuse to
be unwritten. Because in
the writing, they become
etchings in stone,
etchings for your eyes as
well as mine.

Tous
les Moulins
RAFAEL OWEN

“Round like a circle in a spiral, like a wheel
within a wheel. Never ending or beginning
on an ever spinning reel.”

WORD

~ Alan and Marilyn Bergman

You’re staring at your screen, or more specifically, at the keyboard on
your screen. What are you feeling? Are you scared? If so, scared of what?
Scared of what he will say, of what he will think, both, or something else,
something mysterious? Are you assured, have you spent time planning
everything out, planning what secrets you will let flow through the aether
to magically appear on a screen tens of kilometres away. In truth, you’re
feeling both and neither at the same time, it’s a mass, a mess, a hidden
conglomerate of every doubt and every dream and every little thing that
you have and it’s all swelling up so that you don’t know and you don’t care
but you do care you care so much even though you don’t know why.
You start typing what you planned. Something innocuous, something
vague, it doesn’t matter. What matters is what he says. Something
innocuous, something vague, it doesn’t matter. You finish typing, look at
it, look at it again and clear a word, replace it with a comma. You add an
emoji, remove it, add a different one and then delete it again. He probably
thinks emojis are stupid anyway. You’ve shown it to your friend already
and she says its ok but you know that it’s not quite there. You rack your
brain, you call yourself stupid and moronic. You know you don’t have to
treat yourself this way, right? It’s a good message. No it’s not, there is
perfect or there is nothing. But then you see it, you finally see the error of
your ways. You feel the power flowing through your fingers as you change
the full stop to an exclamation mark. Are you proud of yourself? You
should be. You don’t think that maybe the exclamation mark might be a bit
too forceful. Exclamation marks are happy.

Something
innocuous,
something vague,
it doesn’t matter.
What matters
is what he says.
Something
innocuous,
something vague,
it doesn’t matter.

Now it’s perfect, finally. You’re ready to send this message. Your thumb
is poised over the send button and you take one gluttonous moment to
linger on your outstretched hand, fingers splayed out. You imagine for
one moment your delicate hand reaching out of his screen, waiting for
him to grasp it and be drawn into you and your secrets and your desires;
a modern day ‘Take On Me’ music video. As if you haven’t already drawn
him in already, trapped in the lasso of your luscious looks and daring mind,
ensnared him in whatever it is your most proud of. You check one more
time and see that the green light has gone out.
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Fuck. Fucking fuckedy fuck fuck.

WORD

He’s gone. How did he get out? He was yours but now
he’s evaporated, vanished alongside whatever hopes
you had. With that one little light going out the immense
plans that you convinced yourself that you really had are
crushed to smithereens, broken beyond repair. You don’t
remind yourself you didn’t have a second message up
your sleeve. You know you didn’t need one. You had all
the power and now that he’s gone you have nothing to
support yourself. The loss causes you to flop over. Across
a table, sprawled on a couch, falling face first onto your
bed, making sounds more suitable in a zoo. Do you groan
his name, do you continue swearing, do you sigh like how
you imagine he sighs for you? All you can do is delete your
perfect message character by character,
until it recedes into nothing, and throw away
the phone, retrieve it to stare at it and throw
it away again. Waiting. Watching.

Every last
detail. Focusing
on whatever
it is you want
him to focus
on. Your face?
Your gleaming
eyes? Your
mesmerising
voice? He’s
out there right
now boasting
that he alone
is worthy to
adore you.

‘Active 1m ago’. ‘Active 2m ago’. ‘Active 3m
ago’. Where is he? ‘Active 4m ago’. You
think maybe he’s having dinner, maybe he’s
tending to a sick grandmother. How long
does it take to tend to a sick grandmother,
you ask. Surely not longer than a few
minutes.
‘Active 5m ago’. Perhaps, you say to
yourself, he’s with his friends. Saturdays,
after all, are for the boys. Maybe he’s talking
about you right now, maybe he’s painting
you in thin air, each flick of his tongue adds
a new stroke to the canvas, every vowel
a defined stroke and each consonant a
refinement, slowly coming together in the
timeless work of art that is you. Every last
detail. Focusing on whatever it is you want
him to focus on. Your face? Your gleaming
eyes? Your mesmerising voice? He’s out
there right now boasting that he alone is
worthy to adore you. Yeah, you reassure
yourself, placing the phone down next to
you. That sounds right.

‘Active 20m ago’. What if he’s not thinking of you at all? Had you
even considered that for one second? Of course you hadn’t, but
you are now. Maybe he’s not thinking of you now and not when
he was active and not even yesterday or the day before? What
if he’s thinking of someone else? You suddenly get angry, anger
masking the shame that you let him go, that you had him and you
didn’t get the prize you deserve and it’s all your fault you stupid
idiot how could you be so stupid? He would stay around if you had
just messaged him like a regular person and not wasted your only
opportunity to reach out and send your perfect message and draw
him into you and...
‘Active Now’. The green light returns. You knew it. You knew he
wasn’t gone. He was always coming back he can’t get enough of
you, you’ve got him hook line and sinker and it’s time to reel in the
prize catch. Are you excited? Are you prepared? Do you have your
perfect message? Of course you do, you’re too clever to lose it. Too
big to fail. You get off your bed, or your couch, or whatever item of
furniture you needed to support you in the darkest 23 minutes of
your life and you rise, straight backed. Your eyes are hard, but then
soften. You’ve lost your perfect message. It was there, there on the
bed or the couch or wherever you are but it was blown away in the
wind. It doesn’t matter. You don’t need it. He wouldn’t come back if
he didn’t want you.
You’re staring at your screen, or more specifically, at the keyboard
on your screen. What are you feeling? Are you scared? If so, scared
of what? Scared of what he will say, of what he will think, both, or
something else, something mysterious? Are you assured, have you
spent time planning everything out, planning what secrets you will
let flow through the aether to magically appear on a screen tens
of kilometres away. In truth, you’re feeling both and neither at the
same time, it’s a mass, a mess, a hidden conglomerate of every
doubt and every dream and every little thing that you have and it’s
all swelling up so that you don’t know and you don’t care but you do
care you care so much even though you don’t know why.
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‘Active 10m ago’. Maybe he’s not thinking
of you right now. The thought seems
thoroughly out of place. How dare he have a
life of his own, you think to yourself. And yet,
you have a life. Why can’t he have a life? What makes him
so different to you? He probably plays a sport, or plays
video games. Maybe he likes music, maybe he doesn’t, but
he has to like something, anything, other than you. It would
be creepy otherwise.

North
Pacific
Gyre
ANGUS MACGREGOR

WORD

Sea grass lolls in slow echoes of the surface above --In the deepest heart of uncoloured twilight
Sharks roam through vile canyons
Licence plates from California, wrecked wood
and nappies from China
Citadels of Styrofoam and mermaids tears
Dancing in the North Pacific Gyre
Our monster in the dark --Growing like a tumour, unsatisfied
Endlessly feeding
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Coveting our filth forever
For the children to treasure
In the far sun, and dark water, and silence

Away:
a Nauru
triptych
DANIEL HEAD

“Relationships”
“What is too much?” he wondered as he wiled away his days, cutting
his teeth on the sticks and stones he collected in the yard.

WORD

“I know that this is too little, but I don’t know what is too much,” he
thought with his brow sharpened and his back against the fence.
When he saw her coming he flinched. His skin wept through long
sleeves and short instructions. He squeezed his eyes under the
cobalt blaze hung up around her head. He told her he came here
to think, that he didn’t care if he wasn’t allowed to sit near the fence,
that he wanted to kill himself.
She made a sound with the tip of her tongue against the roof of her
mouth and stared down at him through the deep streaked air at
midday.
“I don’t want to hear it, not today. Look at how beautiful it is, you
can’t want to die today,” she protested.
“Is killing her too much?” he thought, “Or is it just enough?”
“Come for a walk with me, and if after we’ve walked around a little
bit, you still want to kill yourself, then I’ll take you to see IHMS,” she
promised, inundated.
He stepped with her back through the tents, listening without
listening to the desperate cries that echoed around the camp. He
followed just a metre behind, remembering what it was like to walk
in step with his wife and to love effortlessly.

“Overflow”
They’d gotten used to the smell, the Behrani’s. The
bathrooms around camp had been left for weeks at a
time. They’d gotten used to the rain by the end of March,
the hissing its entrance made against the hot earth.
They’d gotten used to the demountable studio they’d been
moved into in Area 10 and the way it leaked occasionally.
They’d gotten used to the shrill sounds that pierced the
camp’s heavy atmosphere, knowing sometimes what had
caused them and happy sometimes not to know. They’d
gotten used to playing volleyball together now that little
Aziz was less elastic. He’d grown hardened against the
compound’s dust-plate centre and contagious violence
and they’d gotten used to that. They’d gotten used to
eating the same food each week and seeing the same
people. They’d gotten used to worrying constantly about
their daughter Fahana when she went to
school in town, used to accompanying her
around the camp at night. They’d gotten
used to waiting in line each day to use the
Internet room, used to being searched
and sometimes worse by the guards as
they left. They’d gotten used to sending
unrequited letters. They’d gotten used
to the heat that crowded around in the
ends of their hair as it did their fingertips.
They’d gotten used to going without, but
they were glad Shahna had finally gotten
some medicine for her rashes and Fahti
some glasses to read. They’d gotten
used to the clothes they’d been wearing
for two and a half years and the shoes
with the holes. They were committed
to staying until they were resettled,
and had gotten used to the fact that they had a better
chance at that if they were polite. They’d gotten used to
being political prisoners and the indignation that charged
through their sleep at night, beating lucid and caustic
against the monotony at daybreak. They’d gotten used to
the fact that their thirties were gone and hopeful for the
decade ahead. Even still, the Behrani’s were surprised
when they woke to a river of shit breaking its banks into
their kitchenette.

“Maybe I don’t
have to kill her,”
he thought,
“Maybe if I
just hurt her,
like I have hurt
myself.”

“Maybe I don’t have to kill her,” he thought, “Maybe if I just hurt her,
like I have hurt myself.”

“Indicate”

He heard the birds singing above him and he let the children run in
between his legs and reassure him that nothing was too much to
see her again. He saw the way the woman’s hair shone in the sun
and he felt the weight in his shorts of a pocket full of bloody stones.

And as they slipped into each other on the precipice of
sleep, the expecting mother whispered softly to her beau:
“I will strangle this baby the minute I have birthed it,
before I allow it to grow in this place.”
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Or maybe she just breathed, pregnant with love, and he knew.

Affront
KATRINA KEMP

After three o’clock. School
uniforms and flouro vests fill the
platform. (Should have got here
earlier.) The train slows, on time,
a yellow testament to NSW
efficiency.

WORD

Downstairs looks ok.
Everyone knows the deal. You
get as much space as you can
and hang on to it as long as
possible until the train fills.
Sometimes, even with earplugs
and myopic scrolling, exercising
a thumb, you have to squeeze
over and tuck your elbows in.
Everyone knows that.
Downstairs is ok; seems ok at
a glance. Should check more
carefully. The favourite seat, the
single one where you don’t have
to move over, full of feet.
Loud: Excuse me, I want to sit
there. (Who’s turning into an
indignant cow?)
The feet should disappear,
guilty.
Oh, sorry!
Yeah, no worries.
Of course!
No, none of that. A challenging
eyeball lingers where it has no
business, meeting the indignant
horns front on. The feet retract
in slow motion as if they have
every right to be up there on the
seat and might default on their
eviction any second.

Tardiness or slothfulness or
whatever makes the feet slow
deletes the response.

(Doosh, doosh, doosh.)

(Phoof.)

Still polite. Eyeballs stay on the
Youtube. Wetted lips mumble.

Falling weight of arse plus
heavy bag of books claim
the seat. Loud sigh ends the
tension, eyes shut for a moment.
Ears register other anomalies,
unnoticed while dealing with
the feet. An unmuted laptop
where it shouldn’t be, taking up
the seat in front. No ear plugs,
loud YouTube, with a posturing
blonde. More feet and eyeballs,
plus elbows, knees, a beer can,
all out of place. Swivelling,
swilling, swaying.
Affront, affront, affront, affront
went the train, the brain. (Moo).
This train… will stop at… Town
Hall. Next stop… Town Hall.
What did she say?
I don’t know I couldn’t hear.
(Moo, moo.)
More beer tips in. Lips wetted.
Where are we then?
Moo. (Almost said it.) Just left
Wynyard.
People peer down, deciding,
descending. Almost full up. Time
to shift.
Excuse me mate.
Innocuous, polite, wanting to sit.
Fair enough.
Angled knees and elbows stay
stuck out, laptop wails on, seat
full of one-man party needing
plenty of space.

Can I sit there mate?

Ears register
other anomalies,
unnoticed while
dealing with the
feet. An unmuted
laptop where it
shouldn’t be, taking
up the seat in
front. No ear plugs,
loud YouTube,
with a posturing
blonde. More feet
and eyeballs, plus
elbows, knees, a
beer can, all out of
place. Swivelling,
swilling, swaying.

Savin’ the seat for a mate, mate.
(Moo again.)
Pardon?
Dumbfounded, not rude.
Me mate’s getting’ on up here…
(Points ahead with the beer can).
Where?
Redfern. His connection.
(Connection, connection,
connection.)
Adele wails. Leaves me breathless…
Well…
Vacillates. Not demanding, not
prepared to just give up and go
away. All radars in the carriage
tuned. Unexpected drama, maybe
news-in- the-making, or just
Facebook.
One stood. One sat, or sprawled,
tapping, sipping.
Savin’ the seat mate… fuck off now.
(Mooooo.)
Oy! Give ‘im the bloody seat!
A newsmaker, a few seats ahead,
turning, frowning, not afraid to
transmit across the rows of passive
receivers. Tuning gets sharper. A
triangle, even more interesting.
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Thank you. (Moo)

The stander is stuck now,
causing a confrontation.
Someone else standing up
for him; can’t give up and find
another seat. Awkward. The
whole carriage silent, except
bloody Adele.

Are you threatening me?

A solid block spoke, one half
of a meaty double block of
manhood, their double seat
filled with macho disdain. For
danger, dickheads and the
brittle shellac of civility.

The third point of the triangle puts
his head down and moves on to the
next carriage. Nothing to do with him
anymore.

Eyes down, creating the busy
scrolling face, no one is looking
except the feet and the cow in
the single seats behind party
man. Bit hard not to.
Oh crap why did I sit here?
(Moo.)

The two heads of the block smile at
each other, both massive pairs of
arms folded, skin to skin in the centre.
They are relaxed, nodding together.
No, just telling you you’re a bloody
idiot. You dunno how to behave in a
public train.
Next stop… Central.

Whadidya say?

One more stop. Everyone waits for
the mate. The next instalment: would
he find his party- friend repentant or
bloody?

Give the man the bloody seat.
It’s a public train. You can’t keep
a seat.

In a train, not a pub, in a train not a
pub, in a train not a pub… (But with
plenty of cans to go on with. Moo.)

Only one side of the man-block
speaks, but they are a doubleheaded unit, worth listening to.

Both heads laugh, too big to care;
party writhes in his seat. He twirls his
empty, puts it at the side of the seat,
pops another and sucks up the froth,
fiddling with the keyboard.

The party stops tapping and
ignoring.

WORD

All breath and scrolling halt. Thumbs
tremble. Waiting for the doubleman, symmetrically singletted and
tattooed, to raise the stakes or rise
from his seat.

No mate, me mate’s gettin’ on
up here.
Pointing ahead with the tinny.

Adele starts up again. We could have
had it all….

Doesn’t matter, it’s a public
train you idiot.

The noise sends away new
passengers checking downstairs.

Calm, the speaking half of the
man-block sure he is right. No
need to raise his voice. Eyes
down, everyone in the carriage
agrees. The air of agreement
silences Adele. Even she wants
to hear the response.

Affront, affront, affront, affront.

It was predictable. They wait
for it.

He could wait. Tapping, sipping.
This train will stop at… Redfern. Next
stop… Redfern.

This train
will stop at
...Redfern.
Next Stop..
Redfern
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He’ll say, Are you threatening
me?

Silence
RHEA CAI

Shanghai, I’m moving through your slatternly streets
and breathing cold, concrete, spit, air, contamination, Coca-Cola.
Your heartbeat is a mottled scar down my chest,
You say my name like a fragment of air
you cannot keep in your throat
I tell you to swallow.

WORD

Swallow the shame of five dynasties
glimpsed briefly through my L’Oréal lashes
swallow Ginsberg and Ezra Pound in my sleep
– whose factories dream and croak in the fog! –
swallow my father, against your godless skyline
swallow my mother, unfastening her silk skirts
swallow bombs, tripwires, revolutions, little red books
a palm pressed tight against my mouth
and a language I forget to forget to forget
I tell you to swallow
my immigrant guilt
my black eyes, white words, yellow skin.
Shanghai,
you’re choking
and maybe I’m tired of writing about you
like some sort of loss

i.
He asks her to open for him. She does.
Soaks her mangled feet in a balm made from the teeth of tigers.
Touches his white and waxen face. Closes the rice-paper curtains as
gently as she can. The moon is everywhere, even between their clouded
sentences. It colours her arms with porcelain stripes.
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She likes the way he looks at night; his warm face, his honey hair. She opens.

Shanghai, I am
barely your prodigal
daughter, always
split sideways,
invisible. When I write
poetry
it drifts out in ugly,
malformed shapes,
like an aborted
pearl, a sliced
wrist, a half-eaten
mooncake and
you ask
Is a lie still a lie if you
say it pretty?
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you ask
Can you tell me one
anyway?

My grandfather died thirteen hours
away, the time punctured by dusty
bedside tables, the smell of iodine, the
absence. Ma closed the grocery
shop for five days but did not buy a
ticket home. All our fruit rotted. Her
thick, black hair began to turn white.
Before he drew his last breath, my
grandfather was talking about how
some mammals never try to leave
their children.

i.
i.
Chinese-Australian girl,
Australian-Chinese woman,
Tell me about the dreams I hear you
screaming burning fading
in subways
down dirty streets
past love motels
little Red Riding Hood who
only glances at wolfish men
with blonde hair
Tell me are you ashamed
of hyphenation,
of bastardisation?
Say
you’ll be blessed,
say you’ll forget.
Say
nothing.

i.
In airplanes
I like to pretend I am continuous
racially ambiguous, infinitely polygamous
Juice? Coffee? Tea? Just water?
All of them at once cold and hot thank you.
I hoard sick bags and laminated
safety
cards
like collectibles, the burning engine sounds
just like home,
home,
home.

Shanghai, you’re quiet when you
grieve,
hiding in fistfuls of stolen smoke. There
is no
psychotherapist to “talk it over with”,
no smooth white pill lodged in your
throat,
and you don’t kiss
like they do in the movies,
all sound and tilted heads.
You grip my cheek with the war zones
of your palm
until I hear the bombs, the shouts, the
redness
leaking down a girl’s thighs. Our heads
are haloed by
gunpowder and history. I can hear the
ghosts howling
from my apartment window –
Remember the colour of your skin?
Remember the colour of your skin?
Shanghai, I am barely your prodigal
daughter, always
split sideways, invisible. When I write
poetry
it drifts out in ugly, malformed shapes,
like an aborted pearl, a sliced wrist,
a half-eaten mooncake and
you ask
Is a lie still a lie if you say it pretty?
you ask
Can you tell me one anyway?
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WORD

i.

That
Exquisite
Pink Suit

I am exquisite. Truly exquisite.

WORD

A staple. A wardrobe staple of the
upwardly mobile American female that
would suit almost any occasion. My three
gold-buttons and navy-trimmed pockets
perfectly accompany my pillbox hat. But
she always misplaces that pillbox hat.
My intricate details are a testimony to
Coco’s collection, and I’m regarded as
her husband’s ‘particular favourite’.
However, his unrestrained sexual appetite
for his ‘other’ particulars threatened his
wife’s personal and political safety, and
evidently – mine.
Hanging in the closet I feel useless.
My beauty deserves to radiate. To
make every drab, Mavi Pencil Skirt feel
inadequate. The tag itched restlessly
against my Mamie Pink woollen boucle:
‘Coco Chanel and Chez Ninon – Property
of Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy’. My
pink flare had an element of traditional
femininity, perhaps evading the foreign
and feminist attributes in a conservative
American society. But every lady’s
eye is always fixated on my perfect,
pink trimmings. Always completely
mesmerised at how my insistent
ambience disempowers a political stud.
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his unrestrained
sexual appetite
for his ‘other’
particulars
threatened his
wife’s personal and
political saftety, and
evidently - mine.

My Jackie
didn’t ‘fit the
part’ - she
makes the
But I’ll just hang in the closet.
My Jackie doesn’t ‘fit the part’ – she
makes the part. She envisioned my pink
part.
Her husband was mumbling about the
extremely important and sensitive affairs
in Dallas. He commented that Jackie
needed to ‘look her part’. “The Republican
women will be in their mink coats and
diamond necklaces, Jackie”, he said – an
undertone of judgement stained his teeth.
The desire to be perceived as perfect
reeked his breathe.

However, the Republicans always
occupied a different reality. Their jaded
society gave the ‘individual’ little chance.
They occupied a picturesque life charming wife; promising children; golden
retriever named Scout; and the husband’s
underlying back pain treated with a very
underlying addiction to painkillers. I’d
argue that their real legacy is an amazing
ability to dilute and absorb the most
revolutionary cultural expressions – like
mink… and diamonds. Not like myself, I
was born to make a statement.
Jackie moved towards the cupboard,
and in a swift motion I am blinded.
The elixir of the translucent white light
immediately ignites my primrose passion,
and I glimpsed as the corners of her
mouth curve to a smile. Her cheekbones
sat undeniably symmetrical on her
face, and the saccharine sweetness
of her lips paralysed you with lucidity.

colours overpowering the strawberry
blonde stewardess’ attentiveness to
‘Mr President’. He bellowed down the
hall, and Jackie’s pristine crown of
whisky-soaked locks clenched her nimble
thoughts as she turned back to the
cupboard. ‘I just have to find the hat!’
Truly exquisite. The charm of Jackie’s
physique stole insensibly on you,
even at 35,000 feet. Long, clean and
symmetrical; she occasionally fell into
splendid poses, and rejected all trim,
stereotyped fashion that preceded her.
But in a way, despite reposing in the burnt
sienna leather seats, she was anxious.
The stewardess stole another intimate
glance towards her husband. Jackie’s
nails were long; deliberately not shaped
or painted; left unattended for weeks.
They began picking at my stiches.
‘We’ll be landing in 45 minutes’, the
stewardess remarked – her voice too full
of lust to be that of a public servant.
Kathryn. That’s her name. The light
caught her silver watch, and although
a cheap faux replica, it reflected into
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SOPHIE BROADLEY

his eyes. He flinched. Sprawled onto
the floor was the routine disclosure
of worldwide news he seemed so
captivated with. US and the Soviet
Union Rage On, one read. Fighting
Communism Behind the Iron Curtain,
read another. He was muttering under
his breath as he paced the cabin,
occasionally glancing at the clippings
for inspiration for his next uncollected
train of thoughts. Out the window, the
sun’s threads of light lingered on the
Earth, mingling with the rolling Texan
mountains and dying the heavens
a marriage of pink and blue.
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A newspaper fell off the stand. The
headline: ‘ The President and The
Prostitute’. Her façade covered the
front page. Ellen Romestch. That
upper-middle class hag had caused
nothing but trouble – mainly John’s
‘business trips to Los Angeles’.

I looked at Ellen. A suspicion of silver
in her slicked black bun forced my
demurring judgement, and Jackie
sought refuge in my overcoat.
‘30 minutes’, Kathryn said. Poised, yet
impolite, she graced past John, and
every so gently brushed against his
left shoulder. He flinched. She lingered
and Jackie saw. He flinched again.

And, for the last time, Mr and
Mrs Kennedy would make their
way towards the charcoal Lincoln
convertible on the Dallas runway –
a mobile prison from which he would
never escape.

Jackie sauntered around the cabin.
The Presidential photograph of herself
and Jack gave the perfect reflection
to reposition the pillbox hat against
her caramel wisps. He looked like the
ideal counterpart to her own self. But
the flipside of a public paradise can be
a friendless, private hell.

But we would. My aura of chic would
protect us now in the Plaza, and later
from the gawking stares of 189 million
Americans who’s fable of the perfect
presidential pair had been shattered
– Jackie and Jack – the United States
and innocence.

“You didn’t even comment on my suit,
Jack”. He remained tranced by the
words on the floor. “This used to be
your favourite”. He winced – maybe
it was his back, but I doubt it. Moving
towards him, she unpinned her
Confederate Flag Badge from the
pink folds of my boucle and reached
towards his. She pierced it. Two flags
glistened under the fluorescent light –
just another thing he has too many of.

But she would be exquisite. Truly
exquisite.

‘You can have all your other girls Jack;
you can even keep Mrs Kennedy for
Dallas. But I’m taking back Jackie’.
***

He continued to nervously mutter,
and winced as he pivoted in his
Oxford Lace-Ups. My stiches were
filled with his secrets…my pockets
rattled with remedies – for all his
suffering, his ailments were at my
disposal. Antispasmodics for his
urinary tract infection (no surprises),
stelazine for anxiety, and of course,
increased amounts of tramadol for
his underlying back pain.
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WORD

He continued to nervously mutter, and
winced as he pivoted in his Oxford
Lace-Ups. My stiches were filled with
his secrets…my pockets rattled with
remedies – for all his suffering, his
ailments were at my disposal.

Jackie shook her dainty wrist hidden
beneath my primrose sleeve, revealing
a Cartier Tank watch – inscribed
beneath: To Jackie. Love, Jack.
‘15 minutes until we land’, she said,
her voice tranquil…poised to strike.
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music

Big Boy
and
the City
ALANA PATMORE

Verse
Big boy callin’ out the city
Big boy still living at home
Take the devils train
Take it all the way
And hope that you don’t go home alone
Big boy spending all your money
Big boy flinching at the taste
Take another shot
Take what you forgot
And wonder why your life became a waste

Chorus
Oh I know you said you loved her
But she’s got better things to do
Oh I know you said you loved her
And she say it back to you
Back to you

MUSIC

Verse
Big boy, waking up at midnight
Big boy looking at the sky
But you don’t see a star
That’s just the way you are
No hope for those of us who do not try
Big boy, yelling at your mother
Big boy, beating up a wall
But it wont disappear
Through all the blood and tears
You’ll find another way to do it all

Chorus
Oh I know you said you loved her
But she’s got better things to do
Oh I know you said you loved her
And she say it back to you
Back to you
Back to you
Back to you

Coda
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Big boy, coming from the city
Big boy, coming back home
Take the devils train
Find another way
To dream about a love you’ve
never known

A Confession
YUVRAJ SINGH

Been there so long, the grass had grown as I was,
Waiting for you to take me to the shore,
To show me what’s in store,
Before I walk out the door…

Scanned by CamScanner

MUSIC

Lying on the golden grass in the sunshine,
Thoughts reject, I soon forget about time,
and watch the clouds swim in that southern sky,
watch them change before my eyes…
Rest my head upon a bed of white flowers,

I here footsteps in the crispen leaves beyond here,
I wasn’t sure if Lucid was a pill to respond yet…
But like softest cotton to my bristled face,
your hands elated me; No question to have faith…
You rushed, me to the edge,
and told me never to forget…
Lying to my Broken Hands
about my sunshine.
Oh, don’t you worry!
Everything will be fine...
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Because Destiny confessed to me about mine,
and this has to be the best of me for my time...

Release me
JORDAN KENNY

“Release
me baby,
release
me,
I don’t
wanna
hurt no
more”

Try to fly, try to speak, but your lips won’t
move
No wings to use
Why you ask, that you feel pain,
no one replies
What did you lose?
And you cry, as you try to say

MUSIC

Release me baby release me
I don’t want to hurt no more
Release me baby release me
The burden’s knocking at my door

Try to move, try to feel, but there’s nothing
there
As you hit the ground
How you ask, soaked in acid rain
That burns your heart, and throws you down
And you cry, as you try to say
There must be a way
Don’t die with dismay in your heart
There’s always time to begin,
See pass the shit you are in
And start again, start again, start again
And say
Release me baby release me
I don’t want to hurt no more
Release me lover release me
The burden’s knocking at my door
Release me baby release me
The hurting is too hard to bear
Release me lover Release me
Run far from here I will, I swear
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Release me
Release me
Release me
Release me
Cause I don’t want to hurt
No I don’t want to hurt
I don’t want to hurt
No more

Samita
RHIAN MORDAUNT-BUKSH

MUSIC

I am beautiful.
I am a ray of sunlight.
I am the fertile soil,
From which white roses bloom.
I am the product of my family’s toil,
Released through my mother’s womb.
I am beautiful.
My hair is,
Pure as the clear waters of Bengal Bay,
And tangled like emerald leaves.
Vibrant as a newborn day,
And long like the Nafakhum streams.
My mind is beautiful.
My religion is beautiful.
I am beautiful.

My mind is
beautiful.
My religion is
beautiful.
I am beautiful.
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Song lyrics
dedicated to Naseem

Xander

MUSIC

DJ COMP WINNER

Xander has 3 years of experience in
DJing with a very good understanding
of both the technical aspects and the
entertainment side of DJing. Over the
three years he’s been DJing, he has
played countless clubs gigs, house
parties, USYD events and private events.
He has experience playing everything
from RnB, Rock, Pop and Hip-Hop, to
Electro, Trap, Crunkwave, Synth-Pop,
Future Bass and Dance.
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DJ COMP 2017
WINNER

BAND COMP 2017
WINNER

Cosmic Spice

MUSIC

BAND COMP WINNER

Conceived in the depths of the Sydney
Conservatorium of Music, Cosmic Spice
is the brainchild of Tim Kovacs and Angus
Debnam-Carey; as the result of a spiceinfused conversation late one fateful
night. The dynamic duo then proceeded
to recruit five fellow like-minded
musicians picked at random from the
myriad of practice rooms that honeycomb
the Conservatorium.
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From the get-go, zesty tunes were served
up, fresh from their fertile minds. And
with that, a family was born; fueled by
a love of pop, soul, dance music and jazz.
From son and daughter to grandma and
grandpa Cosmic Spice aims to reach that
melt in your mouth sensation.
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contributors

Alina Leung - Timeless

Kim Nguyen - Performing Object

Beauty is everywhere, if only we take our
eyes off the screens, out-focus on our dailyissues and take a close up on the happy little
things we hold in our hands, then you will
realize, this moment is timeless.

Performing Object is an exercise in
activating the performative and sculptural
potentials of everyday objects. The artist
is able to transform the object and the body
into sculptures through the abilities
of photography.

Andrew Simms - Andrew of the
Spectacle
A reinterpretation of J.R. Eyerman’s “the
premiere screening of film Bwana Devil,
directed by Arch Oboler, the 1st full-length,
color 3D (aka “Natural Vision”) motion
picture”.

Anja Bless - Having a Ball
I spent an afternoon with my nieces at
a giant ball pit open to both adults and
children. They found nothing funnier than
to fall backwards into the pit so their bodies
became buried, with only their faces peering
through the encroaching flood of plastic balls.

Emily Halloran - City Haze
Emily Halloran is a University of Sydney
student who has studied art for several
years. She aims to delight, challenge,
confuse and humour whenever she puts
an instrument to paper – though she’d
prefer if you were laughing with her.

Gillian Kayrooz - Hida
Gillian Kayrooz is an emerging filmmaker
and multidisciplinary artist from western
Sydney, Australia. Whilst currently studying
at the Sydney College of the Arts, with
a focus on screen arts, Kayrooz explores
video’s potential to document alternative
suburban identities within spaces that hold
no notable structures of time.

Harry Klein - Scanning The Tongue
To Taste
Harry Klein is a Sydney born and based
multidisciplinary artist and musician who
works under a performance based practice
through a range of mediums including
photomedia, video and sound. While
currently studying at Sydney College of the
Arts, Klein has focused on a practice that
studies the amalgamation of the individual
and their environment.

Jeanie Ho - Tracing Chases
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Texts and wordings exchanged, are like
air breathed into your lungs, intangible,
weightless, absorbs in and leaves. You try
to catch them, to write them down or record
them. But every time you read them, do
they still mean the same?

Yiu Nam - 過門都是客: Even Passersby
Are Guests
Shot within the interiority of suburban
Sydney to capture notions of transitions
and becoming, these subjects are dressed
as ‘Yiu Nam.’ In so doing, these photos
are reflexive portrayals of myself through
the corporeal vessel of my friends,
reconceptualising the ubiquitous ‘selfie’
and projecting a new form of helpful and
intensely restorative Millennial narcissism.

Laura Moore - Act 6 & Act 7
Looking is loaded with substantial political
implications. These self-portraits present
my own naked body from the first person
perspective. This creates a space from
which the opportune spectator can decode
the visual structures that have traditionally
been used to objectify and idealise the
female body, and opens the field of vision
to an alternative and lived feminine
experience.

Madeline Fountain - Sanctum Yantra &
HOWZAT?! -Eddie
Madeline Fountain is a 3rd year Photomedia
major with an interest in the healing and
therapeutic qualities of contemporary art.
In a secular society we still have a deep
human need to ameliorate unconscious grief
or unhealed emotional trauma. Her work
crosses feminism, the post-colonial and
post-human culture.

Shababa Salim - Amaranthine &
Vert Clair
These paintings were created in an attempt
to capture the organic yet ethereal beauty
flowers hold. My perpetual love for flowers
themselves as an object which effortlessly
light up any room ultimately played a
significant role in motivating me throughout
the painting process.

Shae Caroline Potter - Macular
Glitteration & Plaque To The Future
Plaque to the Future is a mixed-medium
painting of a jaw cross-section. It is
embellished with almost everything in the
craft aisle of the Reject Shop. Creating
Macular Glitteration was less of an exercise
in painting as it was an exercise in sourcing
every sequin in Sydney.
The works draw on classical anatomical
illustrations and supplants their educational
purpose with sequins and glitter and rebels
against the static nature of studying the
human body and reduces the science to
a glitter-filled acid trip.

Stephen Burstow - Close 1 & 2
Stephen Burstow is a visual artist, writer
and filmmaker. He is currently a PhD
candidate at Sydney College of the Arts.

These portraits are also a thank you to a
few people who have made my transition
from country to city, child to adult, a bit less
insufferable.

word

Alisha Brown - Greed
I grew up in the small country town of
Bingara, and moved to Sydney when I was
17 to pursue work and study opportunities.
Greed is a little more than your typical
break-up poem. It juxtaposes a steady
iambic tetrameter against highly unstable
content, reflecting the emotional chaos that
often hides behind a brave face. Its layered
images convey an unsettling mixture of
anger, loss, grief and longing, and its final
line questions the validity of the all too
common phrase: “you’re not the only one
who’s upset”.

Alvin Chung - Songs of the Night
Alvin Chung studies Bachelor of Arts (Media
and Communications) at the University of
Sydney. The work is intended as poems in
prose. They are fragments from fantasies
and conversations. They are dreams of
memories and attempts in translating
consciousness into language.

Angus MacGregor - North Pacific Gyre
I grew up in a small town in Scotland, in
a busy working port. To me the sea has
always been a source of life, of identity, and
of mystery. North Pacific Gyre was written
about the amount of plastic going in to
the ocean. There are five places – Gyres where the currents pull these together, and
the North Pacific Gyre is one of the biggest.

Charlie Chen - Painful Pleasure
A rush of words that was written in a short
instant and stashed away at the back of
a tonne of scrap paper.

Daniel Head - Away: a Nauru triptych
Daniel Head is a writer and publishing
student. These stories add to the scarce
leafs of literature informing our ideas
and awareness of the cruel and torturous
punitive detainment of hundreds of innocent
and increasingly desperate people.

Erin McFadyen - Particular Places
Most of these poems come from particular
places -- spatial, temporal, relational,
whatever else. Now, though, they’re on a bit
of paper. What bothers me about writing
something particular is that the writing can
never ‘be’ the thing. It might emulate it,
it might elegise it, but It’s always, in a way,
about loss. What’s to hold out for in writing
then? Maybe the opportunity (or, rather,
responsibility) to create things anew after
you’ve pointed to their destruction?

Jocelin Chan - Capreae
In “Capreae”, I strip the layers of Tiberius’
historical persona down to his basic humanity
through his memories of the three people he
loved the most in his life. I attempt to explore
where the commonalities between him and
me lie by touching on his loneliness, loss,
and introspection. In doing so, I hope to take
the event that history has deemed his most
infamous and transform it into a moment
of revelation and empathy.

Katrina Kemp - Affront
An early escape from high school led
Katrina on a convoluted route to tertiary
qualifications in visual art, philosophy,
teaching and two scholarships in Special
Education. Somewhere along the way
she stumbled upon her lost love of writing
fiction. She is also working on a thesis about
developing children’s creative writing
in schools.

Loren Holley - Falling Down
‘Falling Down’ is a fumbling yet honest
attempt at exploring the possibility for
empathy. As a result, from the outset, it was
always destined to be a failure. The reason
I think the piece has worth, and why I’ve
submitted it for evaluation, is that I believe
it succeeds in creating fleeting moments of
connection, bringing a paradoxical empathy
to a profoundly solipsistic piece.

Mavis Tian - Lessons in heartbreak
Mavis is an intrepid lover and believer in the
cathartic benefits of writing. Born in the wee
hours of the morning as a dreamer, Mavis
obsesses how to navigate the world like
a functional human being - and occasional
adult. She has the unfortunate tendency
to fall in love quickly and deeply. This is a
small collection of poems about her love
life (both real and imagined) and how she’s
dealt with heartbreak.
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art

Rafael Own - Tous les Moulins

Rhian Mordaunt-Buksh - Samita

My name is Rafael, I’m a first year at the
University of Sydney, I am studying a
Bachelor of Arts and that’s all you really
need to know about me. I hope you enjoy
reading this as much as I enjoyed writing it.

This performance art was developed using
both my own personal experiences with
racism, as well as the experiences of family
members, who are traumatised by the
vicious assaults on our community. Inspired
by the courageous Muslim women in my
life, who remained strong whilst battling
societal expectations set by the media and
their community, I provide a brief insight
into their lives. I emphasise that my work
does not attempt to speak for all Australian
Muslims, I merely aim to spark meaningful
conversations regarding the state of race
relations within our nation.

Rhea Cai - Silence
There is a very strange sense of isolation
that emerges from being tossed between
two cultures. One might compare it to being
in a glass cage of sorts. Perhaps poetry can
act as the vehicle for freedom; where we are
finally able to touch and hold the things that
we see. Or perhaps this liminality cannot be
so readily articulated. Either way, silence
is an attempt at expressing the repression,
trauma and grief of cultural loss.

Shaun Colnan - Frail failing gardenias
A short poem about the changing of seasons.

Sophie Broadley - That Exquisite Pink Suit
‘That Exquisite Pink Suit’, explores the
relationship between Jackie and John
Kennedy, intermittent and paralleled
to the intricacies of the Civil War.
Typifying infidelity and vanity, the biased
and opinionated narrator offers an
unprecedented view of their marriage.

music

Alana Patmore - Big Boy and the City
This is a song I wrote in 2015 and recorded
in 2016 with Matt Fell as the producer.
The song about a person who isn’t really sure
where they’re going due to a failed romance.
It’s based off the experience of some close
friends that fell into a relationship too
quickly and didn’t realise all the problems.
This song is scheduled to be released on
my EP later this year.

Jordan Kenny - Release Me
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‘Release Me’ is a song about pressure
building up internally and screaming to
be set free from its overwhelming grip.
It was inspired by experiences with anxiety
and isolation felt within a particular friend
and me. It hints at the fact that love and
self-acceptance can override the endless
halls of confusion and the overall sadness
of never knowing and accepting the ways
of the world around us.

Yuvraj Singh - A Confession
Music has always my favourite medium
of emotional expression, however that
love was lost after starting Year 11, when
schooling became my focus. After some
health problems took me to hospital,
I rediscovered this passion with a new
love for writing.
‘A Confession’ is a result of those events.
When people shove ‘luck’ and ‘destiny’
down my throat, all I can say is I am where
I am because of the faith I have in myself.
Good, like bad, will come and go, but if I can’t
control it, why bother ponder over it?
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